,
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Dissatisfied students form committ ee on alcohol policy
By Andr ea Kr asker
NEWS EDITOR
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A sit-in at the Foss Halloween
party last Saturday sparked a
meeting with the administration
which has led to the formation of a
student committee to look at the
alcohol policy.
The committee was formed
Monday night at a meetingattended
by ten students who were at the
party, and Tullio Nieman, director
of Student Activities, Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger, and
Director of Safety and Security Mark
Van Valkenburgh.
At the sit-in, most of these
students put their names on a list as
willing to meet with the
administration. At the meetingthey
voiced their frustrations and
generated ideas.
Students who attended the
meeting expressed satisfaction with
how the meeting went.
"I think the meeting went well.
A lot still has to be resolved, b u t it
was very productive. It definitely
exceeded our expectations," said
Stephen Murphy '92. "We thought
we might meet with some resistence,
but they were very accomodating."
"The impression of the we/them
attitudegiven by thesit-in wasnever
there," said Matt Dumas '91.
"I thought it was very

Tullio Nieman addresses protesting students at Foss Halloween p arty.
productive," said Seitzinger. "I'm
happy to meet with them again."
The Foss Halloween Party,
which was sponsored by Mary Low
Commons, ran into trouble when
security began to shut down the
party at 11:50 p.m., due to overcrowding.

photo by J ohn Grady

Students became upset at the
early closing. Dumas took the stand
and called for a student sit-in at the
party.
'The situation was that there was
a greatdeal of tension that fermented
at the party, and after seeing this I
thought that the approach by

security of kicking people out would
not work,"said Dumas. "Something
possibly violent or drastic could
result from such feelings, therefore
I took the initiative to turn the
situation into a constructive one."
"It turned into a constructive
forum to air everyone's frustrations

which had been brewing for so
long," said Chris Mastrangelo '92.
"I was on duty for the weekend
and was called down to the party,"
said Director of Student Activities
Tullio Nieman. "Students were
concerned and upset so I talked to
them to try to calm them down. We
did n't want to call in the Waterville
police. The students agreed to set
up a meeting and disperse."
"The party was not bad until
about 10:30," said Director of Safety
and
Security Mark
Van
Valkenburgh/ "Within a half hour
period people were descending on
Foss. I estimate that there were
anywherefrom six to seven hundred
people."
"The alcohol dispen sing I hear
was fine," said Van Valkenburgh.
"Alcohol was not an issue. It was a
fire hazard issue."
The people were controlled,the
alcohol was controlled, there was
no damage," said Chris Benecchi
'93. "Theproblem wasthat we were
over fire capacity."The fire capaci ty
for Foss is 360 people, according to
Van Valkenburgh.
"We had signed up 450 people
by 6:30 Saturday, figuring that
people wouldn 't show up and
would be there at different times,"
said Benecchi "As of 8:00 when we
were coming together, people had
Foss Party continued on page 7

Stu-A asks for funds Recrui t ing abroad

Non-alcoholi c social events need extra funds
By Deborah Fuller
STAFF WRITER

Stu-A President Shawn Crowley and VicePresident Katie Kaliff requested more
financial aid for non-alcoholic events fro m
President Cotter,but hercmanded the request.
In the Oct. 29 meeting Cotter asked for a
more concrete and specific request.
Before the meeting Cotter received a letter
from Stu-A lcadersand Commons Presidents
and Vice-Presidents which asked for funding
for innovative and non-alcoholic events on
campus.
"I think it is a good idea in genera l, but it
needsmorcspecificsuggcstions,"said Cotter.
"What I want to see from them is a more
concrete proposal of what their plans are."
Crowley said Stu-A and the StudentAssociation have alread y begun to hash out
more definitive neqds. Flo said they expect to
figure out exactly how much money is needed
and exactly what could be planned .
"Basically wo just wanted to break
dialogue with President Cotter," said
Crowley, adding that he is satisfied with the
situation. "Wejust wanted to get an car first."

The letter to Cotter said, "We do not feel
thattheadministrationisgivingusthesupport
we need to carry out the restructuring of our
social life in light of the expected changes in
the campus's alcohol policy. We feel that
monetary support is essential."
With emphasis taken away fro m alcohol
at parties, money is needed for other aspects
of the party such as the entertainment.
"The focus and quality of parties must
change," said the letter.
Once a more specific request is formulated ,
Crowley and Kaliff will meet with Cotter,
Director of Student Activites Tullio Nciman,
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger, Dean of
the College Earl Smith, and Chair of the
Student Association Pam Blake.
"There is a very strong indication that the
school is willing to help,"he said.The Trustees
of the College, during their visit in October,
promised money to Stu-A to help restructure
the social life at Colby, said Crowley.
"We haven't gone all out in our
programming because we just haven't had
the financial possibilities," he said.
"We cannot let short term dollar concerns
negate long term success," said the letter to
Cottor.Q

By Laura Pavlenko
STAFF WR ITER

In a speech last weekend, President
William Cotter stated that he wants the
percentage of minority students at Colby to
reflectthenational averagein all U.S. colleges
within the next few years.
To carry out this goal, both Parker
Beverage, dean of admissions, and Ronald
Whittle, associate dean of admissions, have
tra velled abroad recruiting forei gn students
to attend Colby.
Whittle returned on Oct. 17 from a three
week recruiting tour of Asia. He travelled
with a group of admissions officers fro m
other colleges to Japan, Taiwan, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand , and Hong
Kong. This was Colby's first move to recruit
students from Asia, said Whittle.
"It is very hard to tell [whether this trip
was successful] because there are some builtin problems,"said Whittle. Whittle sited Asian
students' greater interest in MBA programs
than in liberal arts degrees as the main
problem.
*
'The concept of an undergraduate liberal
arts college is foreign to Asians," he said.
Limited financial aid resources for foreign
students is another problem with international

recruitment. Because the students reside
outside of the United States, Colby cannot
use state or federal grants to subsidize tuition.
This financial restriction is "part of the
admissions problem for Bates, Bowdoin,
Hamilton, or any college of that size," said
Beverage.
Several Latin American students were
admitted lastyear,butduetolackof financial
aid, only two enrolled.
"Colby can only support three to four
forei gn students annuall y from each class
[through financial aid]," said Beverage.
"I thinkitis very clear [to foreign students]
that there is limited financial aid available
[from Colby]," said Cotter. "Many colleges
don't have any financial aid for foreign
students."
Cotter hopes that the foreign students
enrolling at Colby will be a mix of students
needing financial aid and those who do not,
just like current domestic students.
Beverage will leave later this month for a
European tour where he plans to meet with
American students whoseparents livcabroad
as well as with foreign students.
"We arc trying to enroll the most able and
interesting students at Colby and that means
crossing socioeconomic, racial, ethnic and
international lines," he said.Q

Colby and Currents

M News Briefs
LCA's Reinterview

Approximately two-thirds of the 23 students suspended
last spring for activity in the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
have completed interviews for re-admission to Colby.
"We want their assurance that they won't perpetuate any
fraternity activity,"said Dean of the College Earl Smith.The
interviews are also designed to "provide them (LCAs) with
the opportunity to re-enter the Colby community," said
Smith. Interviews have been conducted by Smith, Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger, and Associate Dean of Students
Mark Serdjenian.
All of the fraternity membersare planning to return, said
Smith, and thus far none of the candidates have been denied
admission. They are only allowed to transfer eight credits
from the time that they were suspended, so many are either
working or going to school elsewhere.
"That chapter is closed in our heads...the students will
welcome them back and we can get on with our lives/' said
Smith. (G.M.)

Safe Rides

It's 1 a.m., you're off campus at a party, and you've had
just a little too much to drink. Last year, your one safe
alternative was to call a cab and pay for your ride. Now,
thanks to co-coordinators Ted Lambrecht '91, Scott Brink '91
and their team of 45 student drivers, all you have to do is call
the security office at X3345 and ask for a Safe Ride home.
"We provide,anywhere within the city limits of Waterville,
a safe ride home," Lambrecht said. The service operates
seven days a week from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. it runs in
conjunction with another student-run safety organization,
Colby Safe Escort,which provides students a safe walk across
campus, 7 days a week from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m.
"1just hope people will call us - we'rehere for the students
to make sure the campus is safer,"said Lambrecht. "We can't
do any good unless people call us." (E.C.)

Combine

Starting
this
December, Colby, and
Currents magazines, the
two alumni publications,
will combine to form
Colby
Magazine,
according to Director of
Communications Ed
Hershey.
The change which
waspart of an evaluation
of the Communications
department, made to
eliminate competition
betweenthe Publications
p hot0 byDam Slenson
Department, which puts out Colby, and the Public Affairs
Department, which puts out Currents.
Hershey, who will serve as Executive Editor of the new
magazine, is overseeing the project with Managing Editor
Sally Baker and Associate Editor Nora Cameron. The
magazinewill be published five times a year with a circulation
of 25,000 to alumni, parents,and high schools, Hershey said.
(Z.G.)

Profs Get
Book Privileges

Professors have special privileges when it comes to
borrowing boofc from Miller Library,said SueAnn Mueller,
director of the library. While students mustreturnbooksafter
28 days, professors may keep books for an entire school year.
"The recall policy enables students to get the books they
need,"said Mueller. If a student asks for a book to be recalled,
a professor 'has two weeks to bring it back, as is the rule for
students.
While no specific numbers were available, Mueller said
some professors have taken full advantage of their good
fortune, often keeping hundreds of books out for extended
periods. (D.H.H.)

Writer 's Center

The Writer's Center has added new hours for all students
needing help with a paper. It is now open on Tuesday ni ghts
fro m 6-9 p.m.,in addition to the old hours of Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. and then from 1p.m. to 4 p.m.

J an- Plan under scrutin y
By Andrea Krasker
N EWS EDITOR
Due to a feeling of student and
faraltydissatlsfectian with Jan Plan,
the Jan Plan Committee sent out
surveys to students to get
suggest ions for improving the
program.
"There is a general feeling that
students don't have enough to do
duri ng January/' said Margri t
Uchtorfetd*Thomas,assoc.atc.deart
of faculty and head of the Jan Plan
Committee.
The decision to form the

u$cd to be a rule that faculty wore
required to teach every second Jan
Plan, Some departments still have
policies requiring professors to
teachacertahiamOuntofJan Plans/'
Another concern is whether Jan
Plan is accomplishing the goals
established in 1962.
"WearenOt sureif offpringmore

subcommitteewas made fostering,
according to Licbtcrfeld-Thomas,
"AH wo have is a sort of general
sense that there is a perception that
Jan Plan isunsatisfyingtoa segment
of thepopula Hon/' said Lichtcrfcld*
Thomas. "There have been no
ptwlaby la um Kcalty
official complaints, just a general
Lkhterf
eld
Mnr$rit
perception among thostudents a nd

[faculty/'

| In addition to the . student
surveys, the committee bus boon
doihg dop&rtmwtat savoys.
i "Wo are. looking at how
decisions are mado about who is
going to teach (during J<m Piiwl,
and what wv\tm»are going to bo
taught," ¦said Ucbterfald/tnom as,
Courseofforingsduringj fnrtPlan
are <_ffoded by a lack of professors
on caulpw during January,
according to Lich tor (eld ?Thomas,
"Faculty are required lo leach
f Iy ecou «cs a yea r*Qnewm boo Jan
Plan," sJto said , "We think there

regular courses is in keeping with

the philosophy of Jan Plan," said
Lichtcrfeld*Tho:mas> "Wc want to
offer opportunities for students lo
expioi^and do thingson their own."
Tho original intent of Jati Plan,
when it was established m \%%
was for students to explore areas
outside of thoir major, according 10

the'Cothy Cotlogodtftlo^uo, Whon

thecou reload of a regular semester
wont down to four classes/ tho
College decided to allow students
to take reguto r flOrttcster *)U i*c$ for
credit, saidjohn Wcifis, professor Of
French and a-member of tho Jan

Plan Committee,
"When 1was astudent wad idn't
do Jan Plan .for credit && I recall,"
said Michael Donihue '79,assistant
pro fessor of economics an d a
member of theJan Plan Committee.
"Wedidtf 'thave rOguiarcondensed
courses/'
The number of credits that Jan
Plan courses offer has also boon an
area of spn<Km
"Jan Plan coutsescanonlycount
for three credits/' said LkhtcrfeldThomas. "There are regular:
SemestOrtOurSoSOfferod duringj a n
Plan, Students feci that they aro
doing comparable work and should
receive regular credit/'

The Centerisalsoavailablefor tutoring on Sundays,Mondays
and Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Students who have
previously goneto the Center and waited for a turn can now
relax. With appointments made two hours in advance/the
Center will make provisions for two tutors. (].G .)

No Ghost Stories

Unlikepast Halloweens,thisyearEnglishProfessorCharlie
Bassett did not be reading ghost stories in the chapel this
year. "It was a tradition normally scheduled by a Commons,
but this year the tradition did not get passed down," said
Bassett. "They screwed up."
Bassett was asked to readby a group of seniors who he has
in class. "I contracted privately," he said. Bassett read to
a group of off-campus students at the Ponderosa. (A.K.)

Jack Frost's Revenge

Preparing early for the cold
photo by Sarah Pohl
Bundle up and grab your mittens - we're headed for a
long, cold ride! This winter is expected to be nippier than
normal with above average precipitation and snowfall fro m
November until March, according to weather predictions
from the Farmer's Almanac.
During November the temperature is expected to cool to
thelower40s with rain thefirsthalf of the month and snowfall
around Nov. 20.
In December, look forward to 30 degree days and light
snow turning to severe and frequent snow storms lasting
from Christmas vacation through January.
The 20 d egree freezing spell will remain constant in
February with a few sunny days forecasted for the last week.
There's more snowfall until the middle of March , however
we can count on temperatures warming to the upper 30s.
April showers should melt winter 's frost and bring May
flowers,but better yet,relief from these Siberian temperatures.
So hang i n th ere, f olks, a nd hoard plenty of hot cocoa for
those Arctic ni ghts. (R.M.)

Four Watson finalists chosen
Craig Appelbaum
FEATURES EDITOR

Hoping to travel around the
world pursuing their interests, thi s
year's four Watson Fellowship
finalists are ready to make their
lifelong dreams into a reality.
The four finalists - seniors Pete
Weinberg, Mahua Sarkar, Brent
Willey, and Heather Hartshorn were narrowed down from a field
of seventeen applicants.
"I was very pleased with this
year's applicants," said English
Professor Charlie Bassett. Bassett,
along with eight other professors
comprise the Watson Committee at
Colby,
which interviewed the
The committee wilt consider all
applicants
and eventually selected
of these problems in ma ki ng it s
four
to
represent
the College. All
recommen dati ons
to
th o
that
remains
now
is tho national
Educational Policy Committee.
committee's
todecision
on who will
"I would hope wo would come; actually receive the grant.
up withconcretetccommondations
They really were a good bunch.
in January or early next semester/'
We
had some really excellent
said Ltehterfcld/Thomas. "Ri ght
candidates,
and the decision
now we're fust toeing idea$
making
was
not
easy at all," said
around /'
Bassett.
"We
also
had more
"If we find that there are no
valid tcaso.ns for continuingJan applicants than we've ever had
Plan m* might recommend before, and the projects varied
abolishing it/' said Lichtorfold enormously."
Hoping to travel to Israel,
Thomas, "But it is a very remote
Northern Ireland; and the Soviet
Thejan PianComhiUto0£Ohslst$ Union,Hartshorn would like to use
of Debtor-fold Thomas, Wei$s, her Watson to "examine
Donihuo, Associate Professor of organizations which have been set
psychology Ed Yeteritm, Awi$Umt up to promote conflict resolution.
Professor of <&M$try Pan.Utyjy, For example, in Israel there are
and tlnda Cotter, A fow fctxidents settlements I would work in where
have been asked to join, but none Jews and Arabs live together, and
where they come together to try
have restwnded.Ci

p m\mw

and resolve their conflicts. In Ireland
I would work with Protestants and
Catholics, and the Soviet Union
wouldbemoreof an East-West type
of conflict resolution."
Having spent last semester
working for the White HouseOffice
of National Service in Washington,
D.C., Hartshorn said her ultimate
goal in seekinga Watson is to further
the volunteerism she has pursued
throughout most of her life.
"Volunteerism is my real goal,"
she said. "It's definitely something
I want to pursue jn the future as a
career."
K
For Weinberg, being selected as
a finalist falls just one step short of
realizing a drea m he has pursued
since childhood.
"I'vcbcendrum mingsincelwas
eight, and I want to go to Ghana to
stud y Western Africa n drumming
with master drummers," he said.
"I'm also an international studies
major and spent a semester in
Kenya, so I feel it's time now to
pursue this."
"I started working on my
proposal last May," Weinberg
explained . "I also worked on it all
summer, and I've read books and
other things, and it's paid off."
Of the other two finalists,Willey
hopes to examine shamanism in
Nepal, and Sarkar would like to
study prearranged marriages in
India.
The final selections will not be
made until March, after all finalists
from the 40 or so other institutions
including Colby have been
Watson continued on page 3

Watson

Child incest to be discussed

continued from page 2
interviewed by the national
committee. Although all four Colby
finalists are eligible to receive the
award, in the past generally only
two students have been chosen by
the national committee as
recipients.
"It's a pretty hectic time/' said
Weinberg of the long wait he and
the other finalists will endure. The
national interviews begin next week
and will continue until February.
For those underclassmen
considering apply i ng for the
fellowshipin the future,Bassett had
a few bits of advice.
"I'd say the successful candidate
has an extra-special enthusiasm,
and an extra sense of commitment
to their project. The best candidates
are those who feel that the Watson
is the next logical step, and that it's
ju st right for them at this moment."
"And you get a kind of energy
from some candidates that show
you just how enthusiastic they are,"
he said.Q

By Ginny Morrison
STAFF WRITER
Childhood incest is an issue that is often
overlooked on college campuses.
But, on Nov. 7 Gayle Woodsum,_director
of the incest survivors group Looking Up,
will talk aboutthe realities of childhood sexual
abuse.
The talk is not a therapy session, nor it is
limited to people who think they are incest
survivors. It is for everyoneconcerned about
the issue.
One student, who asked to remain
anonymous, said, "It's too much when you
are five or ten. You don't remember,you jus t
don't know."
It is difficult to talk about the abuse that
occurred if there is no one around who will
believe you, said another student.
"I've been really lucky, my friends and
family have been really supportive," the
student said.
Child incest survivors are people who
have been sexually abused,either verbally or
physically, as young children, according to

.Ptoto bV /»*» Bracken

Patti Hopperstead

Patti Hopperstead, director of counseling
services at the Health Center.
Students commonly may not remember
what happened to them when they were
younger,but an adult experience will trigger
the memory, forcing them to deal with it,
said Hopperstead .

Because it is such a sensitive subject, and
because its validity is downplayed , people
try to put it in the past without dealing with
its consequences, she said.
Child incest is an issue for all people,
crossing all socio-economic boundaries,said
Hopperstead.
Victims often cannot remember exactly
what happened to them because of a defense
mechanism that sets in when the abuse
occurred, she said. Something in the adult
experience, like a serious relationship, may
trigger the memories.
"It's like being hurt in a sport and not
beingableto p lay. You can 'tchange whathas
happened," said the student. Some victims
may be afraid of any sort of sexual contact in
later life, or they may "become promiscuous
in order to downplay the importance of sex,"
according to the student.
The best way for victims to deal with the
issue is to be able to bring it out in the open,
according to Hopperstead.
Bringing the problems of child incest out
into the open is one of the goals of Woodsum's
talk. She will speak at 7:30 p.m. in the Robins
Room of Robert's Union.Q
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Downtown Waterville

OFF THE HILL
By Jody Gould
STAFF WRITER

BOWDOIN

Last Friday,durinjg Bowdoin's
homecoming weekend, Robert H.
Edwards was inaugurated as the
new president. To celebrate the
occasion, there were lectures and
performances by chorus groups.
Bowdoin has also started a new
PelotCompostingprogram. Rather
than wasting the dining services
leftovers, Bowdoin will now be
collecting the excess waste and
converting it into fertilizer. The
fertilizer will then be sold. This
year's program, which is an
expansionofasimilarprogramheld
last year, will be supported by
federal aid.

BATES

Echo 'sf romthe p ast:
Co-ed dorms in 1970

The time was 1970. The site was
Colby.Theissuewasobscenity.And
for a while, it appeared as though
thedaysoftheCoJ&y Ecfeowereabout
to come to an abrupt end.

You can remove
Colby from the Echo,
but you can never
remove the Echo from
Colby.
-a letter to the editor ,
Colby Echo, October ,
1970
Today the student bod y is
concerned with issues such as the
academicsystem and alcohol policy.
But 20 years ago, students were
fi ghting for something that many
today takcforgranted:co-ed dorms.
The students' request for co-cd
dorms wasshotdown in September
of 1970 by the Board of Trustees,
who didn't feel the idea was "an
appropriate or desirable mode of
living for Colby students."
In the Oct. 2 issue of the Echo,
editors called for mixed dorms,
citing "cohesiveness, unity and
in
a
cooperation...lacking
conventional dormitory situation
that is present in a group of people

By Heather Boothe
STAFF WRITER

A number of students from the
Democratic Socialists of America
This fall a new campus
werearrested ai;a sit-in at the Army publication, Borborygmus, graced
Recruiting Center. The subject and the bulk-goods shelves in the
manner of the protest are unknown. Student Center.
Borborygmus was created by
Phobrek Hei (formerly Mike Sulski)
UNH
'91and Todd Pritsky '91. They want
Last week faculty members at to offer a creative outlet for those
the University of New Hampshire people whose work is too
were voting on whether or not to alternative to appear in the Pequod
join a union. UNH teachers are the or the Review.
lowest paid and the worst benefit
"We are an alternative
package in the region, according to publi cation,"said Pritsky. 'Just like
Chris Balling, president of the local WMHB is alternative radio."
chapter of the American Association
The name Borborygmus is a
of University Professors. He said medical term for intestinal
the faculty wants to be involved in rumblings, but it can also be
salary negotiations.
understood as inner displeasure,
said Hei.
The idea for the Borborygmus
originated last year after the Review
refused to run an ink-drawing
silhouette by Hei entitled "the
Bitch". Because of the physical
shape of the woman and the color
of the silhouette, some perceived
her as a black woman and were
offended by the title of the work.
As a result of the Review's
refusal to run Hei's drawing/both
he and Pritsky, who was to be the
next senior editor of the Review,left
the publication. Last spring they
decided to. seek club status with Borborygmus creators Todd Pritsky
Stu-A in order to get funding for '91 and Phobrek Hei '91
their new publication. However,
withdrew their application when Colby.
they discovered that the school
The layout in Borborygmus is
would have control over what was also different than other Colby
published.
publications. Instead of printing it
Funding for the publication as a magazine, Hei and Pritsky put
comes from WMHB, Stu-A films, each piece of work on its own piece
and a loan from Stu-A.
of paper,and then put all the pieces
"Just say 'no' to censorship," inside a manila envelope. Inside
said Hei. "We can do things that the envelope are postcards, small
Jesse Helms wouldn't send to his pieces of paper with poems, glossy
mother on a postcard ."
reproductions of drawings, and
Like
the
Pequod
and
the
Review
creatively
folded pieces of art and
,
who choose to live together." In
Borborygmus
posts notices around writing.
addition,the paper ran a photo of a
They put the first issue of
man and woman walking down a campus asking for submissions.
hall stark naked,with their backs to Anyone can submit writing and Borborygmus on the bulk shelves
artwork, including students, early this fall and new copies will
the camera.
Not everybody saw this as faculty, and people without ties to be put out as the ones on the shelf
colorful photography. Many
members of the college and
community showed their distaste
by publicly cancelling trfeir
subscri ptions through letters
By Mary Beth Heiskell
published in the following issues.
STAFF WRITER
AloVig with running the photo,
editors were criticized for making
A day of fasting is again
vulgar references to promiscuity at
fraternity parties , and for sponsored by the Colby Newman
suggesting that the administration Council,in conjunction with Maine
Hunger Week. The fast will enable
perform a physical impossibility.
The biggest gripe of all came students to experience feeling
from President Strider,whosereply hungry, while at the same time
raising money for Maine Hunger
clouded the future of the paper.
"The Echo has exhibited a Week.
On Nov. 15, students will have
deterioration of taste and tone for
theopportunity
to skipanynumber
some time," wrote Strider. "I
of
their
dining
hall meals to
request,again with the concurrence
participate
in
the
fast. For each Father J ohn Marquis
of the Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, that [the Echo] cease meal skipped , Colby Dining
immediately using the name Colby Services will donate a portion of is the Newman Council advisor.
that meal's value to the Newman "But it is the sacrifice, which puts
in the title of [its] publication."
The struggle continued Council. All of the money collected us physically and spiritually in tune
throughout the year,even drawing will be sent to the Maine Hunger with hunger,that is most important
coverage in the Boston Globe. But Week Association to aid agencies for us. Skipping dinner at 5 p.m.,
when it was over, the Echo was still such as soup kitchens and arid then ordering a pizza at 6 p.m.
is not what fasting is all about. The
emergency shelters.
afloat.
Fasting, in order to the assume sacrifice needs to be there."
The best response to this
Sign-ups for meal abstentions
the
proper meaning, must be done
controversy may very Well have
will
take place outside the dining
with
the
right
attitude,
according
to
been supplied by the anonymous
halls
until Friday, Nov. 2. Direct
Father
Marquis,
Catholic
John
letter published a few issues later.
donations
to Maine Hunger Week
Chaplain.
"You can remove Colby from
"The donations and skipp ing of will also be accepted at this time,
the Echo," it said, "but you can never
Mnrquishopcs that "each person
meals are fine," said Marquis, who
remove the Echo from Colby." ?

*Ecf io J4rcf iives
By Mike Zhe
STAFF WRITER

Alt ernat ive publica t ion t akes off

photo by J osh Friedman
disappear. Both Pritsky and Hei
are unsure when the next issue will
come out.
"It 's not semi-annual,"
exp lained Hei. "It's semimotivational."
The current plan, however,is to
put the next issue on HyperCard on
the Appleshare system in the Mac
Labs.
"It will utilize an already existing
facility creatively," said Hei. As
Pritsky added, putting the next issue
on computer "will also save paper."
Hei and Pritsky have no specific
plans for the future publication after
they graduate this year.Q

Students fast for charity

Echo file p hoto
on campus will skip at least one
meal," enabling the Newman
Council to raise approximately
$2,000.
A recent news release from the
United Nations stated that 40,000
children die each day, and that
malnutrition is ono of the major
causcsof death children. Hoping to
ameliorate these realities, the Maine
Hunger Week Association calls for
action to help eliminate hunger in
the world , starting right here in
Maino. ?
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Curran reflects on a
changing Colby

Donation delayed

point in their college career. But
when Curran first arrived at Colby,
STAFF WRITER
foreign universities were not
equi ppe d t o offer Am er ican
For English Professor Eileen
students an experience abroad.
Curran , Colby has change
Therefore,going abroad
significantly since she
to study became more
arrived here in 1958.
of a "graduate idea,"she
Curran distinctly
said.
remembers that "the
As for the amount of
men were not as good
faculty-student contact
academically as the
in the past, Curran said
women. This was
that she often gave
because the school
trustworthy students
competed to get men
copies of her apartment
from other schools such
keys, and sometimes
as Amherst, Dartmouth
held classes in the dining
and Bowdoin, which
rooms.
had not admitted
"The college was
women yet."
very generous in
As Curran recalled,
reimbursing professors
there was a time in the
for entertaining students
late 50s when men and
for whatever reasons,"
women could not be in
she explained. The
the same room together
desires of students have
unless the door was
decidedly changed ,
propped open.
making this form of
In addition, the men
f a c u l t y/ s t u d e n t
and the women were
interaction rare,she said.
separated by
the
Curran also said that
academicbuildings,and
Eileen Curran .
Vhoto hV Ari Druker the college has learned
each sex was issued
to adjust to the changes
different-colored
occurring
around
it.
registration slips according to their Jan Plan was not in existence back
"The world has changed and
gender . Curran also said that then, students were eager to take
"grades for men and women were advantages of on- or off-campus Colby has changed with it," she
said, adding that the campus'
submitted to either a Dean of Men offerings."
Now, most students find it appearance has improved over the
or a Dean of Women."
Curran was quick to praise the relatively easy to go abroad at some years as well. ?
academic atmosphere of the college
then.
"Colby has alwaysbeen a school
that encouraged independent
study," she said. "Even though the

By Jody Gould
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dramatically in the last decade in
the
region, he said, causing land
STAFF WRITER
¦¦¦BaMffMMi
^^ nMHaHianvaa
values to skyrocket . Concerns
A parcel of land which Dr. H. about the potential value of the
Alan Hume, medical director of land might ring especially true in
the Health Center, effectively this case, as it is shorefront
donated last summer to Colby property, according to Cambell.
must remain
" M os t
in
his
a n y t h i ng
ownership
around the
for at least
lake will be
four more
wor th a goo d
years. The
bit," he said.
shorefront
Sidney
property is
could
not
located on
make
an
Snow Pond,
exception to
in Sidney.
the law for
T h e
Colby because
land ,to be
" t h e' r e
used
by
wouldn't be
Colby crew
anything to
_
and sailing
_,
,
Echo file photo inhibit Colb y
Dr. Alan Hume
teams, was
from selling it
divided by
to
another
Hume in 1989,as a donation to the owner," said Campbell. "If there
College. Maine state law prohibits are loopholes in the rules people
subdivisions of any land less than are going to use them."
five years apart .
Hume has done a great service
"There are all kinds of to Colby by donating the land,
subdivision restrictions, so I said Dean of the College Earl
planned for land to be donated Smith, since the crew and sailing
over a 15-year period,"said Hume. teams no longer have tb practice
"We've urged the College to go on "unwield y and windy Great
ahead and use the [second parcel Pond ." Upon making the original
of] land, but we still own it until donation of his land last year,
1995."
Hume proceeded to construct a
Jeff Cam pbell,chairman of the boathouse for crew shells, said
Sidney Board of Selectmen; said Smith.
the subdivision law exists to
Hume said it was up to Colby
prevent
uncontrolled to determine how to use the
development and p opulation land ,suggesting it uses it for
growth. Growth has increased
Donation continued on p age 7

By David Holtzman
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Foss Party

continued from page 1
collected their own moneyand lists
of names. That's when we had a
problem."
In order to control the number
of peopleat Foss,security "stopped
people from entering, hoping that
people were leaving," said Van
Valkenburgh. "Anything not to
shut the party down."
"People succeeded in sneaking
in by forging the mark,"' said
Benecchi. "We are upset that people
who actually paid never got into
the party."He estimated that 100 to
150 people snuck into the party.
Security measures at the party
included a security officer at the
door checking IDs and distributing
wrist bands. The officer did not
have time to patrol to make sure
that people were not being let in at
the other doors, said Van
Valkenburgh.
After Monday s meeting,
Mastrangelo said, "The committee
was formed to work with Stu-A to
hel p the administration to come up
with a policy agreeable to both the
and
the
student
body
administration." The committee is
open and they hope that "any
students will feel confident
speaking to us," he said.
"If they [Stu-A] accept us as a
committee we'll work within the
confines of Stu-A, if not we'll still
exist independently," said

Mastrangelo.
"They need to meet with Stu-A
about how they can fit into the
existing student government,"said
Seitzinger.
"We wanted to take a
constructiveandeffectiveapproach
to discussing the alcohol policy at
Colby," said Dumas. "The
important thing is that we are not
criticizing the voice and leadership
of the student government but
rather calling attention to particular
issues."
"I'm not ready to say that the
Fossparty was not apositiveevent,"
said Nieman.
"I was one of the the biggest
critics at the forum ," said
Mastrangelo. "I was one of the
biggest supporters tonight [at the
meeting]."Q

The turkey trot tria thlon for charitywill take place on Saturday,Nov. 10at 10:30 a.m.
The event will feature three-person teams competing in three events in this order:
blueberry pie eating contest with hands tied, three mile mountain bike race, and a two
mile run,
The entry fee for each team is $6. The race will start and finish on Robert's Row. The
winning team will receive a gift certificate for a free breakfast at Bonnies Diner.
Register with students Sandy Calhoun, Margaret Mauran, or Ellyn Paine. If s all for
charity and we needs lot of support.

Donation

continued from page 6
conferences (there is a cottage on
the property) and recreation.
Smith said Colby does not have
plans at the moment for the land,
other than to serve the needs of the
crew team. It does not appear the
land will be used as another
Arboretum.
"We wouldn't open it up in that
manner because they [the Humes]
are living on the property,"he said.
"But the Humes welcome
students." ?
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Activism good, issue st upid

On Saturday night, a group of students protested the
Foss Halloween party being cut short. A veritable "sitin" took place. The fact that students joined together to
fight a supposed injusti ce is commendable. However,
what they were protesting was petty.

It is pathetic that this year's first show of activism occurred because
security asked people to leave a party that was in violation of the fire code.
Do Colby students have such narrow-minded views that they only
respond to injustices, however small, that directly affect them? Read the
papers. Watch the news.Though present world events may not directly
affect us today, they may in the near future. How would Colby students
feel if they received a draft notice, or has that thought even occurred to
anyone? We shouldn 't have to wait for draft notices before holding a
Colby students feel disconten t with the current social scene and
emerging alcohol policy. Granted, these issues are important as we try to
have a fun social life on this isolated campus. But, it is pitiful that
Saturday's heated activism was just a result of a party shutting down
early.
Hopefully the committee that formed as a result of the sit-in will be
helpful in evaluating thesocial life issues at hand. But,sucha development
could have been taken by anyone at any time. Our activist energies must
be saved for issues which affect more that a mere 1,700 people. We all
should seebeyond ourselves in this Peanuts-esqueland that we currently
inhabit.
Search out real oppression and stand up for how you feel.There was
a tremendousamount of energy on Saturdayni ght. Imagine thatamount
of energy directed toward a cause really worth fighting for, which the
Foss Halloween party certainly was not.

Jan Plan courses lackin g

Jan Plan sounds so good on paper . The catalogues
describe it as a time for intellectual exploration of
specialized topics and interests. Supposedl y, a month
has been set aside for students and faculty to take
advantage of diverse opportunities on a "lively"
campus. But, January's course off erings simply do not
live up to these colorful promises.

Many of the courses offered closely resemble ones that can be taken
during the regular semester. The clear lack of innovation and variety has
left many studen ts disappointed after flipping through the course list.
While the list mi ght appea r extensive, the choice of classes is narrowed
after eliminating introductory and regular semester courses.
The issue of Jan Plan has not gone unrecognized by the College. Last
year, a committee was formed to look at the issue. Hopefully they will
gamer useful input so that more students will want to stay on campus
and divul ge themselves in a particular area of study. Because that' s what
Jan Plan is for.
To a void monotony, maybe the College should not offer any Jan Plan
courses that fulfill graduation requirements. This way, professors could
create entirel y new courses that would be more exciting to students.
Ideally, the variety of courses should be so great that students have a
tough timedeciding what to take. It should not come down to whichclass
looks least boring or will take the least amount of time.
Jan Plan is a great idea . And for first year students, it can offer a good
time. But for everyone else, the thin offering of courses results in nothing
moro than a long, cold month.

Lett ers

Learning
more than
earning

party led to a tense and volatile
atmosphere. The frustration felt by
the students for the past few weeks
regarding the school's unclear
alcohol party/policy reached a
pinnacle when wewere told to leave
early due to problems with a fire
code.
As tempers flared and the
situation fermented, it seemed that
a disorderly or violent reaction
could ensue. At this time over half
the party left an the fire code
regulationwas again being adhered
to. Security did not need to
continue pressing the protesting
students (which they did) to leave,
which could have led to an
unfortunate incident. It was my
strong belief that a more diplomatic
and peaceful approach was needed
to pacify the students' frustrations,
while providing a constructive
solution. This, I felt, would
eventually lead the students to
peacefully leave Foss. Failing to
convince peopleabout my concerns,
I proposed a sit-in, hoping for
constructive conversation about the
issues while tempers cooled down.
For the most part , these
objectives were achieved.Opinions
were voiced in an orderly way and
people finally left peacefully. I did
not intend for the sit-in to be a
challenge to the administration or
student government - a we versus
them approach: rather, I seized the
opportunity to show how strongly
the students want these issues to be
resolved and that they want to do
something about it.
I knowthat I went against school
policy by not comp ly in g w ith
security. This was wrong and I
apologize for making their job
difficult. I also apologize to the
student leaders running the party,
who did not deserve the trauma
which my actions and that of the sitin brought about.
Matt Dumas '91

I would like to respond , to last
weeks'featurearticle "Students rake
in the bucks" (10/25/90) by Amira
Bahu. First of all allow me to thank
Amira and the Echo for running the
Story on the SpecialTee's, our silkscreening business. But I strongly
feel that we were misrepresented
by the distorted title and editing of
some key aspects of how we run
our business.
This summer we noticed that
the silk-screening industry was
pricing excessively high in Maine,
and we seized the opportunity to
enter the market and disrupt the
existing trends. SpecialTee's is not
only about money, but experience
as well.
We started the business because
we wanted to affect the Colby
community in a beneficial manner
in conjuction with earning enough
to cover our student expenses. Also,
as an economicsmaj or,I f elt it would
be a positive and potentiall y
profitable venture.
But money alone does not drive
us; it is the feeling of making a
difference. When one of the largest
silkscreenersin Maine lowered their
prices substantially to compete with
SpecialTee's on an order and still
came up short, we didn't think of
the money, we thought of the
challenge-the challenge of creating
a competitive market on campus.
We are also about giving to those
who are not as fortunate as Colby
students. SpecialTee's has already
promised to do three jobs, at no
profit, for local charities after being
approached by Colby clubs.Tothese
charities we have donated our
^
profits, resources, and time. They
did not approach us expecting any
favors, but we felt compelled to aid
them with their fundraising
campaigns. Dollar for dollar thus
far, we have donated more 'would
be'profits to charity than the 'real'
profit we have collected.
As witnessat theFoss Halloween
There is more to SpecialTee's
than just the Echo title may have Party, we wish to commend the
suggested. Please do not be efforts of Matt Dumas in preventing
mistaken. SpecialTees's is not a potentially explosive situation
'raking in the cash.' We are raking from occurring. When security
in the experience, learning about officials and that other students who
business,and learning about people. were running the party asked the
JonathonBlau '93 crowd to leave, no one responded .
As anyone who was there can attest
the party was clearly out of control.
Although one may disagree with
the manner in which Matt chose to
solve the situation and pacify the
crowd he was successfu l by
instituting
a non-violent solution.
I would like to explain to the
The
advocation
of a sit-in calmed
Colby community my intentions in
the
crowd
and
allowed Tullio
proposing a sit-in at the Foss
Nieman
toaddrcssthestudentsand
Halloween Party last Saturday. As
witnesses and security reports can reach a peaceful compromise.
Matt has played an important
testif y, the student response to
security's premature close of the and prominent role in life at Colby.

We support
Dumas

Dumas
clarifies Foss
incident

He has been involved in all levels of.
student government and has had a
very positive affect on this campus.
We believe it would be sincere and
injustice to punish him for doing
something that security and party
organizers were unable to
accomplish. Frustrations over the
lack of perceived student input in
the current alcohol policy reform
prompted Matt to address the
crowd. By doing so,he diffused the
tension,and allowed student voices
to be heard .
As a result of Matt's actions on
Saturday night, the administration
and the student body are now
working closely to address the
student objections to the current
alcohol policy reform. Should
someone should be punished for
encouraging greater student input
and a closer examination of an issue
that affects us all? We think not.
Last Saturday night, Matt Dumas
did the right thing.
Eric D. Potholm '91
Matthew P. Melander '91

Bren nan
pro-choice

We,as voting women in the State
of Maine,would like to clarify some
misconceptions surrounding
gubernatorial candidate Joe
Brennan's stance on abortion. Joe
Brennan is solidly pro-choice and
hasbeen for the past four years. The
Maine chapter of NOW (National
Organization of Women) has
endorsed his campaign and given
him 100% voting record on women's
issues. He is also fully supported in
his campaign for governor by the
National Abortion Rights Action
League.
This is not a political issue,
however. Joe Brennan will not turn
his back on the importance of
women's issues. We believe that
the facts say so; but more
importantly,webelieveJoeBrennan
says so.
Beth Curran '93
Meg Wrenn '93
Amy Dzija '93
COLBY DEMOCRATS

Act like adults
If Colby studen ts want to be
treated like adults, they have to
show they are adults. They surely
did not do that at the Alcohol Forum
on Monday ni ght. It was depressing
towatchintelligentcollegestudents
act like a bunch of whining
adolescents demanding the
administration to answer why they
could not drink.
REEXAMINETHESITUATION
IN REALISTIC TERMS. Consider
yourself lucky that you have been
able to merely open a beer so far let
alone drink it. The school cannot
Adults continued on Page 13
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Opinions
What do you think about the student sit-in at the Foss Halloween party?
ChuckLeach '911wasn't there but
I guess it'sa good way to deal with
a bad situation. There was nothing
to do socially on a Saturday night
and so it was a good way for people
to express their anger or humor.

Kimberly Valentine '94
I think it's stupid. I don't think we
should be sitting in for kegs. I think
we should be sitting in for more
important issues.

Brad Comisar '91
I think it was bad because people
were protesting the alcohol policy
while the real issue Was fire safety.
Had the alcohol policy not been an
issue, people wouldn't have been

Elizabeth Labovitz '94
I don't th ink people will be taken
seriously when they want
something more important
accomplished.

Laura Davis '91
I wasn't at the party, but if I had
been I would have sat down myself.
I think it's really wrong to shut
down parties early.

Drotestinff.

Alcohol policy changes fos t er discord
Leave Students Responsible
By Steve Collier

POINT

Good or bad; like it or not,college students
consume alcohol.It's not a new phenomenon,
and it's not likely to discontinue anytime
soon. Unfortunately, not everyone drinks
responsibly all of the time. Recent events
such as Keith Dupuis'accident, have created
a surge of administrative efforts to oversolve all of the alcohol problems. Colby's
attempt to "save face" has resulted in a
makeshift alcohol crackdown that is pushing
students in all the wrong directions.
Irresponsible drinking leads to accidents,
injuries, and even tragedies. We've already
had the accident and the injury, what worries
me is the upcoming tragedy.
We all know what happened to Dupuis
and we all realize that it wasvery unfortunate,
but no one seems to be willing to address the
incident for what it was, a flukish accident.
But the ad ministration's knee-jerk reaction is
not only unwarranted, but it is extremely
dangerous.
Excessivedrinking can neverbe promoted
as necessary or safe. Fortunately,Colby exists
as an exceptionally protected place for
drinking of any kind to occur.
Unfortunately, the administration has
been put in an uncompromising position by
trying to deal simultaneously with State law

and student safety. Certainly both issues are
valid concerns. However, the old policy of
leaving the students responsible for their
own alcohol consumption was much safer.
As I've already stated, I sympathize with
the administration's position, but alcohol
consumption is much too important a campus
issue to be determined by publicity concerns.
State law is certainly a prevalent
consideration, but it will be abrogated no
matter what the administration does.

Unfortunately, the
administration has been put in
an uncompromising position by
trying to deal simultaneously
with State law and student
safety.
The administration should educate about
alcohol and its effects, but it can't stop it.
Drinking alcohol is an accepted component
of our society. Not even prohibition
undermined that truth; neither can police or
the Colby administration. Drinking will
occur,the authorities simply designate where
it will take place.
No rational person would prefer that
Colby studentsdrinkoff-campusasopposed
to on,but that is exactly what is happening in
Point continued on Page 12

| New Policy Understandable
On the Monday ni ght before last, I pulled
up a front row seat in the Page Commons
Room at the Student Center to hear what the

By Sandy Calhoun
COUNTER-POINT
ColbyadministrationhadtosayaboutColby's
alcohol policy. I came to the meeting open
minded.
Today I support the goals of the college
administration with regard to the new alcohol
policy here on at Colby.
I'm graduating this spring, and a change
in alcohol policy will have little effect on my
life here at Colby. But four years here
conditioned my response to administration
policies. I expected the worst, but I was
surprised.
As most people now know, the meeting
itself was far from a success. No solutions
were found to problems faced by the trustees
and the administration arising from new
federal laws and a greater awareness of
alcohol problemsas a result of alcohol related
injuries this fall.
The basic misunderstanding at the
meeting stemmed from a blurred sense of
reality some students have about alcohol,
Colby, and the drinking age in Maine. What
some students could not seem to grasp was
one very simple fact: Maine state law forbids
the consumption of alcohol by persons under

the age of 21.
It 's that basic. No questions. No
commentary,that's it.Over and over,students
exclaimed that Colby would be shirking its
responsibility to the student bod y if it did not
provide a place for students to drink. These
students acted as if they had some special
ri g ht to drink alcoholic beverages.
Unfortunately, it just isn't that way.
The time has come for Colby students to
realize how lucky we have been thus far.

These students acted as if they
had some special right to drink
alcoholic beverages.
Unfortunately, it just isn't that
way.
Consider the super-tough alcohol policies
upheld by many colleges and universities
which strictly prohibit any alcohol
consumption. They use rigid carding and
room checks by hall staff to prevent minors
from consuming alcohol.
Colby may be isolated,but times change.
Colby is being forced to follow the state law,
just as thousands of other schools across the
country have already done.
There is no denying that many underage
Colby students drink, and do so quite often.
That is fine. Each student will make his or her
Counter-poin t continued on Page 32

Foss Halloween shows social sickness Automatic trouble machines
By Matt Lehman
THROWING STONES

It had such good promise. The
annual Foss Halloween party. A
time to get Colby social life going
again, complete with an excellent
reggae band. But what happened
on Saturday night was not the
revival of Colby, but instead a firm
indication that this campus is on a
collision course with itself, and is
ready to socially self-destruct.
This is not about the alcohol
policy, for it seems that regardless
of student input, the old alcohol
policy is gone forever. The problem
here is the ineptitude of the
administration in dealing with the
change. Social life is going down
the drain, students are upset, and
the administration is not keeping
up its end of the bargain.
Social life is one of tho most
important aspects of college life.
Not tho most important, as some
think, but integral to any academic

environment. Social life has been a
great part of Colby in the past, and
endeared the school to many of its
students.
I am not talking about
frater nities,but the ability of a small
campus to have large parties where
half the campus could attend, and
most people would know each
other. The social life, with its ability
to ' bring so many together, built
friendships and created a sense of
community, making Colby quite
unique.
Apparently someone in Eustis
felt differently. They felt the
emp hasis was on alcohol and
parties, and not on other aspects. I
agree with this. We need other
alternatives,but you cannot change
the campus overnight. We need a
period of gradual change. What
have wo gotten so far? No
alternatives/ and a campus .social
life in chaos.
Take the Foss party as a case in
point. It was poorly run,even more

poorly shut down, and the semistudent rebellion at the end was an
indication of the mood on campus.
Students saw social life
deteriorating before their eyes,and
finally got pissed.
Students are less likely to go to
all-campus parties, and more likely
to go off campus or stay in small
groups in dorms. Where is the
community in that?
If you are going to allow allcampus parties, then truly allow
them . Make sure that fire
regulations are
to followed,but allow
for ^he hosts remedy thesituation
instead of just shutting it down. If
you arc only going to allow 21 year
olds to drink, then let them drink
until the end of the party. These are
adults, not children .
If the administration is going to
make this work, it is going to have
toinsurc that any all-campus parties
are run to near perfection. You are
taking away the students ability to
Foss continued on Page 13

By Jeff Carter
STAFF WRITER
Colby provides many services
for the student bod y, and the
majority of these services are
worthwhile. Yet, some of them fall
far short of their aim. The oncampus Automatic Teller Machine
in the StudentCenterisanexample.
In conjunction with IPeople's
Heritage, the administration has
made a noble effort to provide
students a valuable service. But the
ATM is sounrcliablothatitis hardly
worth the effort. Furthermore, the
room is locked after 8 p.m. until the
next morning.
ATM should enable students to
get money without making the
odysseyj nto Waterville. For the
majority of students who are
without the privilege of an
automobile, this is essential. It is
taken for granted that the ATM will,
in fact, surrender money upon

request from the student.
To have to stand at the machine
for 15 minutes inserting and
reinserting one's card, pleading
with this machine to cooperate, is
extremely frustrating. Suppose a
student had an emergency in which
they werein dire need of some quick
cash, and the ATM were in one of
its temperamental moods. Granted,
such emergencies are few and far
between on the Colby campus, yet
the possibility does exist. Still, the
inconvenience of a machine in
which a skillful student-banker bats
only about .400 is more than
aggravating.
While the maintenance of the
ATM is presumably the
responsibility of People's Heritage,
and not Colby, this does" not mean
that the administration cannot
require better performance. It is
reasonable to assume that Colbyrelated accounts constitute a fair
degree of People's Heritage bank's
A T M continued on Pa ge 12

Mime to perform this weekend
By M. Scott Barkham
STAFF WRITER

J udy Goell in "Woman In A Suitcase "

p hoto courtesy of p erf. ar ts

Julie Goell, a visiting artist at
Colby this fall will be performing
her unique one-woman mimeshow,
entitled "Woman in a Suitcase"
tonight and Saturday night at 8p.m.
in Strider Theater.
Goell comes to Colby as an expert
in the old Renaissance art form of
mime, known as Commedia
Dell'Arte, and has developed her
talent since she was a young child
growing up in Rome. She first
gained acclaim as a college student
at Emerson College in Boston when
she established oneof the first mime
theaters in the United States, called
Pocket Mime Theater. Later, she
toured Europe with the reknowned
Mummenschanz mime troupe, and
acted in Italian movies and
televisions series. She is currently
leading the Colby Improvisation
Group, and teaches a Performing
Arts class in improvisation.Q

,
Eating Out at the local K-Mart fRestaura ntH
By Marshal] Dostal
&nd Andy Bitch
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
A famous man once said, "A
mission without a purpose is
purposeless, hut when a
purposeless mission is given a
purpose it becomes purposeful "
Our mi ssion, therefore , is
" ' - , . ,=
purposeful.
Our goal as food critics is to
acquaint the readers of "Eating
Out"with some of the moreun j quc
eateries in the greater Kennebec

County area.
Forus, finediningworks toward
an equilibrium in which a person
exists in harmony with food and
surroundings . Bearing these
standards in mind, we chose the
"Restauran t"-Jocatedin downtown
Elm Plaza.
Onour initial visit,we weremot
with unfortunate circumstances.
When wq informed the assistant
manageTofbufirit'c^ tionstocritiquc
the "Restaurant," he showed usthe
door. Disappointed an d still
hungry, we were forced to endure
another missed meal at the Spa ,

Not giving up easily, we
returned the next day undercover,
but still bitter .
Situated in a cozy corner nook
of thediscount merchandise giant
K-Mart , the "Restaurant."
still
promised
someho w
everything its exotic nam e
foretold.
We were quickly and politely
poin t ed t o a "booth conveniently
located near the kitchen by Ruth,
our hostess
Festive orange and bla ck
•streamers crossed each end of the
Eating Out continued,on Page 12

Inspiral Carpets talk about f life"

much brighter
place/but the
doubt of not
knowing
leaves a stigma
that is hard to
shake... "
H i ng ley ' s
haunting
vocals coupled
with the waltz
at the end ,
make it a
powerful song.
In a d ayan d
ag e wh en N ew
Kids On the
Block, Debbie
Gibson , and
T i ffany
dominate the
popular music
scene, Inspi ral

By Dan Raymont
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER
The Inspiral Carpet s
released "Life" in the
U.S. on Oct. 23, proving
that the Daisy Age of
floral patterns and bellbottoms has rcemerged
in London.Howeverthe
English have refined it
to the point where it is
actually palatable.
This album is 16
tracks (four of which are
found only on the U.S.
edition)of musical bliss.
The albu m cover, fi ve
mates floating through
t h e galaxy, g i ves on e a
good idea of the surrea l
expression to expect
from this Manchester quintet.
"Commercial Rain ," o n e of four
b onus t ra c ks , combines the
mesmerizing beats of the organ,
d rum mach i ne, an d electr ic b ass
with Tom Hing loy's h i ghly origi nal
and compelling vocals, creating an
ethereal effect.
"This is ho w it feels to be lonel y,
a song which hit the U.S. charts,
deals with a family in which father
takes out his frustrationson mother.
"Husband don'tknowwhathe's
done/kids don't know what's
wrong with mum/ she can 't say/

they can t sec/pinning it down to
another bad day...so this is how it
feels to be lonely/this is how it feels
to be small/ this is how it feels
wh en your world mean s no t h i ng a t
all."
"Biggest Mountain ," another
song foun d only on the U.S. import,
will move those who arc faced with
the immediate prospects of the "real
world."
The song begins, "In my youth /
had someone told me what would
come/and how things would be/
then those d ays would have been a

Carpets come

to the aid with a refreshing blast
from the past. The music itself is
reminiscent of the Doors and old
Stranglers, yet at tho same time it is
very contemporary.
"Life" is about living. It is abou t
real life problems. The Inspiral
Carpets explore topics such as
finding work, ph ysical ab use, and
love its tho dangers.
The fresh musical style and
Hinglcy's impress i ve vocals ,
combined with the deep cutting
themes make "Life"aquality album
through and through. ?

f Mr. Destiny: "
un-original , saccharin -sweet
and an unsatisfying job. He blames
the mundane aspects of his life on
the
baseball game. Had he hit the
BOnni ^^ nunHBBi ^^ MiMHMmnKsaHMHMaMKaMMa ^BaaB
ball,everything would haveturned
"Mr. Destiny," the latest film out differently.
starring Jim Belushi, is definitely
Enter Michael Caine'scharacter,
not his best. Belushi is simply going Mr. Destiny.
Caine gives
through the motions. The plot line Burroughs the chance to change
of the film conjures up memories of everything,and indeed,hislifedoes
nearly every "feel-good" film,from become different: from his wife, to
"It's a Wonderful Life" to "The his job, to his house. And the
Wizard of Oz"to "Field of Dreams." changes are not so wonderful . Of
Knowing this, the movie is totally course,Burroughs is a good person,
contrived, and it is easy to predict and aims to right the wrongs in his
what will happen from scene to life and find his real wife. ¦
scene. Ultimately, one knows the
The mundane plot offers
endingofthe movie willbea happy nothing new. The performances
one, albeit saccharin-sweet, not fail to be compelling. Caine, who
dissimilar to James Stewart's happy usually offers a solid performance,
romp down'Main Street at the end is well below averagein this movie.
of "It's a Wonderful Life."
And Belushi is slightl y funny, but
Belushi p lays Larry Burroughs, his character has no depth at all.
a 35-year old man who is not happy Even Jon Lovitz ("Saturday Night
with his ordinary life. He blames Live"), who plays Belushi's best
its lack of excitement on one specific friend, is not particularly good . All
event that occurred 20 years of the actors in the film seem to feel
previously. In a high school content with simpl y going through
baseball game during the state the motions, and picking up their
finals, Burroughs strikes out at the rather large paychecks at the end
bottom of the ninth, with the tying of the day.
run on third base, two outs, and a
If you're looking to leave the
full count. While commiserating movie "feeling good," then "Mr.
about his strike-out after the game; Destiny" is for you. It's playing at
he meets his future wife, and life Hoyt's. But, if you want more than
goes on.
saccharin-sweet pleasure for your
Twenty years later, he finds $5.75, ski p it and save your money
himself with too many bills to pay for something worthwhile!}
By M. Scott Barkham
A&E EDITOR

World fashion at Colby
By Doug Hill

STAFF WRITER
The
models
were
confidentand graceful as they
walked and spun on the stage
showing off the latest fashions
during "Unity: Fashionsfrom
Around the World." The
fashion show was presented
Oct. 28 during Parents
Weekend.
The show featured Colby
students modeling outfits
from area stores. The clothing
included casual wear, sports
wear, and formal wear. There
was
also
a
sp ecial
presentation of traditional
clothing from different
countries including India ,
Brazil , Malawi , Liberia, and
Pakistan.
The. show wns very well
done, especially considering World fashion
photo by Amy Shaw
that few of the students had
blindness in developing countries.
previous modelin g exp erience.
The students who modeled in
Michelle Pinnock , '91 wh o
the show were: Tyron e Clerk '91,
organized the show, spent many
R oxann e Gr ccnaway '93, Gr egory
hours making the show look
Ore '91, effrey LaCoursc '91,
pro fessional. The great variety of Manuel JSt evos
'92, Kristcn
outfits , from warm-up su its to
McMa h on '92, Candace Green '91,
scquined dresses, kept the show
Cicel y Finley '94, Si a Moo d y '93,
interesting, and all of t he outfi t s
Susan Colavec ch io '91, Pamela
looked excellent.
Wash i ngt on '91,Rccna Chandra '93,
Ta-Tanisha James '93 an d
Karl ene Burbcll , an d Ra b ia Mirza
Chan tal Miller '91 narra ted the
'91.
show, amusing the audience with
The stores who participated in
humorous introductions to each
the show included Bennetton
part of the show.
(Frccport), BlucMacaw(Watcrville)
Many people applaude d and
Evan Picconc (Frceport), Gant
whist led a t the best outfi t s, b ut the (Frccport), Izod (Frceport),
jaspers
audience was smaller than hoped
(Waterville), Oleg Cassini,
for. However the money that was
Europea n Collections (Frceport),
raised will go to the Combat
Sign of the Sun (Waterville), Sislcy/
Blindness Foundation, a non-profit
Bennetton (Frccport), and Strictly
health organization which is
Formal (Waterville). Q
dedicated to preventing and curing
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HUt century and uses Iceland's mt^fseexCallHoyti'sJfarshow^inesi
•stunning landscapes to frame tlie and ptepajp eyourself to enter the
story oi the son of. a pagan f ather frtftef worMags of the Mafia
and mother converted • fc> th£ roachinO.
relatively new religloa oi
Christianity, This causes eoniftet
throughouttheentitetown.^Every
.framedleast for th$ ey^." Sham
i

j WHAT 'S |
GOING I
Una©©®

Hoy ?s Cinema
}$X Pnfre
87M30a
Sibling Wivi&ry.Klrstie Alley
# nd Carrie Fisher star in this
comedy. .Rated FGX3. Showtime?
at 7 and 9:15 p.m.

STU-A

Graveyard Shift. A horror film
Joe Vs. the Volcano, Thurs.,
FrWand Sat> nightsat 7 and 9m based on the Stephen Kmg short
story. Rated R, Showtimes at 7:15
pj n .m Lovejoy J (X).
Half-pr ice matinee on and 9.30.
Saturday
MkDestiny. MichaelCaineand
Belushistar in this fantasy film
Jim
Railroad Square Cinema
about
changing one's fate. See
Between MainStand College
review
in this issue. Rated PGl3.
Ave.
Starts tomorrow-Showtimes at 7
873-6526
The only cinema in the area and 920 p.m.
where you can get a great meal
Memphis Belle. Matthew
on the premise before you see
stars. Rated PG13* Ends
Modme
the film.
at 7;15and 9:45.
Showtimes
tonight.
Ton%htisthelasfcshowingof
Ghosh Demi Moore, Patrick
Bye Bye Blues, by Canadian
and WhoopiGoldberg star
Swayae
Wheeler,
Anne
director/writer
i
n
thl&off-bea
t su pema tural thriller
,
Jt is a remarkablefilm based on
and
tonight
isyour last chance to
Wheeler^ mother's life during
catch
it.
Rated
PG-T3.Showtimes at
WorldWarfl.Rated PG. Nightly
7;10and 9:40 p.m<
at7and 9.'15p.m.<
Marked For Death. Steven
Seagal' s latest ultra *violent
cinematic venture* Rated R* Ends
tonight. Showtimeat 7:30.

From Nov, 2-5, see Ton g
Tanar.aJourney Into the Heart
of the Rain Forest This film
vividly captures the beauty of
the rainforest by examining the
Jives of the Penans, a nomadic
tribe whose lives depend on the
forest. NarratedinSwedlsh, with
Engl ish subtitles. Showsat 7 and
9 p.m<, withmatinees on Sat. and
Sun. al 1p,m.

Nigh t of the living Dead,
Remake of the classichorror story.
Rated R. Ends tonight.Showtime is
9:40 p.m.
STARTING FRIDAY MGHT:
Goodfellas,MartinScorsese's.atest
film. Starring Robert DeHiro, Ray
Liotta and Joe Pcsci as New York
mobsters. Tltis film is incredible-a

From Nov. 6 -8, Shadow of
the Raven will beshowing. This
Icelandic film takes placein the

& p<m < lo 4;30: $>>to+ . For more
information,call 872-3228"
.

University of Warm,Ortmo
A mbttoprij ftt. exhibit on
miniature landscapes by Wendy
Mark is on displayat their Museum
of Ar
t from Oct. 22 - Nov.9. For
moreinformation, call Lisa Park at
At Kaoufa RoadsideAttraction 581-3255,
in Portland, every Sun. night is
"Unplugged" night: alj f acoustic
concerts will be featured* Mon. is
Open MikeNight,starting at 8p,m.
Ifs a good chance to stmt your
Masterof theancientCommedia
stuff.Theclub j s located off exit 6& Pell'Arte, Julie Goeti, will he
on i-295.This Sat*night/ renowned perform ing her renowned Woman
bluesgreats "The Blue Roots" will In aSuitcaseon Thurs. andSat,Nov,
be performing starting at 9 p.m. 1ap d 3,at Sp -m.This famous mime
CaD 773hS886for moreinforrnation is an artist-in-residence at Colby
or if you're interested in playing. this fall, teaching Cammedia
Dell'Arte and improvisation .
The Moose Alley Saloon on 46 Admission to the show is S4 (ot
Market St,, Portland (774-5246)is studentsand seniorcitizens,and $5
featuring live bands all weekend. for thegeneral public.Call872-3388
Mon. is "Monday Night Football" for details.
night, with $4.50 Moosehead
pitchers.
The Portland Stage Company
will be putting on the production
"Loot/' by Joe Orton from Oct. 3Q Nov.18.11isa wild satire "exposing
theignoranceand brutalitythat lurk
behind the facade of social
Bates College(OlinArts Center) respectability." Maurice Charmey,
The Maine Craft Exhibit runs distinguished Professor of English
through Nov. 4. For more at Rutgers University, and author
information, call786-6255*
of the book, Joe Orton, will be on
hand to lend insights into the
Bowdoin College {Walker Art production. Call the box office at
Building).
774-0465.
Qn display are the 'Twentieth
Century Art from the Collections/
The improv comedy group,the
and unti l Nov. 4„ "Nineteenth Guilty Children, will be
Century Europea n Works on performing at the University of
Paper,"Another interesting exhibit Maine,Orono,8p .m-oit Wed,,Nov.
, is "From Durer to Picasso: Five " 7.Tickets will be available at the
Centuries ofr Master Prints" from a doaranhour beforeshow tinie. For
private collection. Showing wntH more information,call 581-1734.
Dec. 9.
For moreinformation, call 725On Fri., Nov, 2, the classic
3000.
Moliere
comed y,,
The
Misanthrope, will be performed/
Colby CoUege
under the direction of Martin
Museum hours are Mon. Attdrucki, professor of theater at
through Sat,, from 10 a.m. to 12 Bates. This yrilibepresented at Bates
noon, and 1 p.m . to 4:30 p.m.; on Collegc'sSchaefferTheatreatB p.m.
Sundays,the museum is open from For advance reservations, call 786-

873-6228
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616jL There will he repeat
performanceson Nov. 3,9, and I&

There will be a production of
theBroadway MusicalRevuefhiS
Fri*Sai\, and Suru at 8p.m.in the
Page Commons Room in the
Student Center. Check it out.
Edie Brickell and the New
Bohemianswill be performing at
CGL8Y1The show wilibeonNov.
7. Watch for details.
Outing Club Cabin. Only 10
miles away from Mayflower Hill
is a beautifullake-frontspafcthafc is
yours to take advantage of. Just
pick up a map at the Outing Club
case in the Student Center.
The latest offering from the
Biology Film festival will be a
double feature: Search, for the
AIDS Virus and Cl Lnicaf Story of
Aids.ShowswillbeSun.and Mon.
at 7 p.m. in. the Audiovisual
Viewing Room in the basement of
Miller Library. Free.
Fleetwood Mac will be
performing in Portland on its
''Behind the Mask"tour on Sunv
Nov< 11 at 730 p.m, It's the last
tour that will includeStevie Nicks
and Christine McVie, soonenever
knows whether they'll continue.
This could be your last chance .
The show is at Ihe Cumberland
County Civic Center,onSpring St.
All seats reservcd.Tickets$21.Call
1-800-382:8080 to charge your
' ¦tickets.
AC/DC will be performing in
Portlandon its "Razar'sEdge" tour
Tuesv Nov 13, at 7:30 p.m.Tickets
are $18.50 in advance and $19.30
the day of the show, A show all
you metal-heads can't miss.

DAVE'S
BARBERSHOP
TUES-FRI: 7.30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
873-1010

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE

"»™'™™™™'^ M ™™"^™^^

inform ation session

873-0100
40 ELM ST., WATERVILLE

I

Open for lunch: Sun-Thurs. 11 am - 1 am
Fri 8. Sat. 11 am - 2 am

1

Thursday, November 8th I
Lovej oy

102

Umllod delivery nron to onouro anfoiy. Drlvoro carry Iobb than $20.

FREE

DIET COKE OR
COCA-COLA CLASSIC

i $9 00 npp
" "
I
I

™"

^' '

I get $2.00 off any 12" two
get two free cans of coke
item pizza (pan or original)
when you order ,any size pizza. I
.
I ono coupon por pizza.
G C POn p rpZZa
customer pays sales tax whore
°
;
w bottle
u.„
^c t ^ pays sales tax and
customer
apolicablo
pp
deposit whore applicable.
.
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Expire s: 11/7/90
Colby

|
|

Expires: 11/7/90
Colby

I
I
|
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6:30 p.m.
Teach For America is a national teacher corps J
of talented, dedicated individuals from all ethnic j
backgrounds and academic majors who commit J
two years to teach in urban and rural areas that j
have persistent teacher shortages. |
for more information, contact Jan Fortin £72-36£6j

Point

Continued f r omp a g e9

response to the stricter alcohol
policy. There has been a
proliferationof off-campus parties.
Unless the alcohol policy
changes, this trend will continue
and expand. Off-campus houses
are a fine place to party, but they
create a problem much more
severe than an isolated incident,
drunk driving.
OUIs have also increased. This
is not a particularly surprising or
comforting
correlation.
Underclassmen are getting
increasingly upset with the new
policy and are sure to begin an
even
heavier
migration
downtown. The seniors will
certainly follow.
Even in the age of the

"designateddriver,"it sincredibly
naive to believe this won't lead to
more OUI cases, and eventually,
to a tragedy.
The members of . the
Administration, have all
considered this and realize its
disastrous potential. Now they
must do something about it. They
can't openly breach State law,but
they can return to the party
invitation system of the past,
wherethe legal structures existed
but weren'theavily patrolled. The
present reactionary policy goes
against the liberal and informed
decision-making process which
Colby is supposed to purport. I
hope it doesn't take the inevitable,
drunk-driving-related death to
put some flexibility back in the
policy.Q

Counter-point
Continued f romp a g e9

own choice, but when the choice
to drink is made, we've go to be
responsible.
We must hold ourselves
accountable for the choices we
make, and hopefully we will all
look out for each other. After all,
Colby prides itself on being a
tightly knit community. ,
The
most
important
responsibility we have concerns
drinking and driving. Many
students pointed out that a
tougher policy would "force"
students off campus in search of
alcohol. While this may or may
not be true, it doesn't mean we

. :' ::?.5' \

can't be responsible drinkers.
If students choose to drink off
campus, then they should find a
safe ride home, and if this fails,
spend the night. I'm confident that
most off-campus students would
rather have you sleep on a couch
than die on the wayup Mayflower
Hill Drive.
We all know the devastating
results of irresponsible drinking.
I only hope wecan somehow keep
our opinions in perspective in the
coming months, as Colby
develops a new alcohol policy. ?
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ATMs
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Continued f r ompage9
business.
Just as much of a hassle as its
moodiness, is the ATM's early
evening closing. The need for
money does not vanish at 8 p.m.,
rather it increases. So, deadbolting
the door rather defeats the purpose
of the ATM. The library, Student
Center, and Spa are open until past
midnight, so why does the teller
close so early?
It is not as if it needs to close for
security reasons. The majority of
ATM's offer 24-hour access, and,
these are in areas of substantially
higher crimethan the ColbyCollege
Student Center: It seems that it
closes this early for the sake of
closing, because there does not
appear to be a more plausible
reason.
The dilemma of the Colby's
ATM is anything but a campusrocking issue. On the other hand,
most students have fallen victim to
its irregularities more than once.
Furthermore, it would not take an
immense effort to remedy the
situation. Communication between
the administration and People's
Heritage would ameliorate the
situation!!-
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Eating Out
Continued from page 10

... a record of proven leadershi p protectin g and enhancin g Maine ' s
environment...
*

Sponsor of nationall y acclaimed Rivers Policy Act

*

Chair , Maine ' s Advisor y Commission on Radioactive
Waste - successfully challen ged U. S. Department of
Ener gy from using M aine sites as permanent
repositorie s for half the nation ' s high level nuclear
w aste

*

Chair , Maine Senate Ener gy and Natural Resources
Committee - leadershi p in developing a workable ,
inte grated solid waste mana gement syste m

*

Chair , Commission on Maine Lakes

WHEN J UDY WINS , WE WIN !
Colby is in Ward 3 which votes at the Oilman Street School
Tuesda y , November 6 , 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
One can register to vote at City Hall up to and includin g election
day .

J ud y Kan y for State Senator . Gus Mathieu , Treasurer

room while posters wishing
customers "Happy Halloween"
adorned the walls.
One look at the three page
laminated menu and the words
"chili con came"lept from the page
toward our hungry eyes. For
appetizers, we ordered this and the
Soup Du Jour - a thick split pea
composed of ham,carrots,peas,and
green dye number six. It wasn't
like Mom's, but we ate it anyhow.
In the chili con came were
numerous hints of the Old
Southwest - kidney beans so dark
red we almost flicked them, right
then and there,at the couple next to
us. For all of you English as an only
languagers, con came means "with
meat." And that meat made <the
chili very tasty.
After considerable debate,
Marshall d ecided on the patty melt
combo, a man-sized hamburger
neatly tucked inside a pretty grilled
cheese number. The deli g htful
combo was cooked to perfection.
And y went with the seafood
plate #16, a plethora of batter fried
fish served with tangy tartar sauce.
Both meals wercserved with golden
french fries and cole slaw.
The meals were a bit greasy, but
fortunately the price of open heart
surgery has gone down in the past
months.
For dessert, neither of us could
resist the warm apple dumpling,
pictured on page threeof the menu.
Consisting of a warm apple
enveloped in warm dough and
topped with whipped cream and a
yellow special sauce, we ate it. But
it didn't taste as good as it looked in
the picture.
We left the "Restaurant"content
wltha modestbillnnd full stomachs.
Despite our initial falling out with
tho management,our experience at
the "Restaurant" was enjoyable. Q

Adults

StWM
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Continued f r ompage8
continue to blatantly serve
alcohol at public buildings such as
the student center and Roberts. The
argument that these facilities serve
as "safe" places to drink is foolish.
The facilities onlyaccommodate 400
people. There are' 1300 other
students on campus, how are they
spending their time?
I propose that the new alcohol
policyincludesa dry Student Center
and a continuation of the present
policy in the residence halls. This
would accomplish two things:
a"safe" place for people to drink
and an alternative atmosphere for
drinkers and non-drinkers.It would
thenbeappropriate to install a social
fee rather that the $3 fee presently
used.
Any off-campus parties that
result in drunk driving will only be
the fault of those individuals
apprehended. After all,there would
bea "safe"place on campus to drink
and Colbyhas a Safe Ride Program.
Colby will never go completely
dry, yet we must understand the
law and have concern for our safety.
Responsible drinking is an
individual,adult choice.I hope that
Colby will foster responsibilityand
thereby reach a compromise
acceptable to all.
Dev Tandon '93
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IPot &epa$t two WEsfe,

we here down at the £eho
SpoUsStafffeav^beenriding
*i» emotional wave of ihe
Colby men's $Occer tearo'$
aabelievabJe-undefeated
season, in fact we got so
^fidtedthatforthepast two
we$fc$ we gave them an.
e?cfra. win in our reporting.
Twoweeksago wesaid they
weffi 10-0-2.when ihey were
^4-ahd Ja^t week wepaid
they were 11-0-2;when they
werelO-fl^Welltfci&week,
we gge nappy lo announce
that w£ have correctly
printed fhewrrecordas 12-0*
2, We knew it all alongO

Foss

Continued f r om page9

drink, but leaving them with
nothing. If it wants to de-emphasize
alcohol , then plan fun , nonalcoholic, events that can bring
Colby together in such a setting. So
far the college has offered nothing
but more problems.Stop being part
of the problem and start being part
of the solution. ?
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Campaigning on campus
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Democratic candidatesJ oe Brennan and Neil Rolde join the Colby Democratsfor a morning of
hand shaking.
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That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
ISSE ^B ' ,
fc l^HB f
It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytesof
|r_r~~JW| RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classicis ready
to run, because the system software is already installed!And, thanks to the Macintosh
EEEEEfflft
ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
BEEEEEEfflK ,' computer's legendary
IJ'(e eve'Y Macintosh, the Classic can run 'thousands of available applications that all
"TflllBr work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
r
|j~-~«JWp way to learning them all, And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
'¦¦SBsBr The APPle*SuperDilve —standard equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and
IF"
_ fczza»
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
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See the Macintosh Classic lor yourself. It 11 change you r mind about.cheap
roommates,
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Women s soccer finishes season 7 - 7
By Gregg Jackson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Colby women's soccer {7-7) lost
3-0 to an intense Plymouth State
(13-2) Saturday on a blustery fail
day. All afternoon, parents and
friends were treated to an exciting
game that featured tough defense
and excellent goal tending.
Unfortunately, the White Mules,
although they played hard and
intense, were defeated in front of a
sizeable crowd.
"We gave it our all," said Cocaptain Charlotte Reece '91. "We
p layed well. We are not
disappointed at all."
The Mules showed Plymouth
State some of their tough defense

and superb goal tending. Leading
the way on defense at sweeper was
Heather Glynn '92. She worked
diligently throughout the game to
stop the fierce attack Plymouth is

Colby

known for.
Plymouth first got on the board
when Traci Walker netted her first
goal of the game. The goal came
after Hamilton made a great save

but couldn't keep the rebound
under control. The ball bounced
toward Walker and she was able to
put it in the empty net.
Walker proved to be a thorn in

's Kathy Lucas passesjust in time on Saturday 's game against Plymouth State.

f ot0 j, ^

looks t o varsity st atus
By Christine Dash

STAFF WRITER

The Colby women's volleyball
team lost their last two matches,
one of which was the NESCAC
tournament, 11-10.
In what has been a turning point
season for this team,they can now
look ahead to next year and the
possibility of varsity status.
Bates was 40-0 before the match,
and has lost only 21 games in its
history. On Oct. 25, they lost to
Bowdoin 1-15,12-15 and to UNH 515, 4-15 in a tri-meet at Bowdoin.
On Sat. Oct. 27, the women lost to
three teams in the NESCAC
tournament. Tufts beat Colby 2-15,

^^

Critical Point

Volleyball improves;
2-15. Colby was also defeated by
Wesleyan 6-15,7-15 and by Bates 415, 2-15.
The team won the UMaine at
Machais tournament on Oct. 20, in
what Coach Laura Halldorson
called the highlight of the season.
They defeated Thomas College 1513,15-14. Colby had played Thomas
twice before, and each team had
won one match. Colby played
of f e n s i v e l y the whole ti m e,
overpowering, a ccordi ng to
Halldorson.
Teams that competed in
NESCAC include Connecticut
College, Trinity, Amherst, and
Bowdoin. Bowdoin invited Colby
to play in the tournament, which is
usually reserved for varsity teams.
Colby realized their chances of
winning were fairl y slim, as
"NESCAC is very tough
volleyball," said Halldorson.

Hamilton's side as she scored her
second goal of the game just six
minutes later. This goal came off a
hard shot from the left hand side.
The ball, from this difficult angle,
found its way into the corner and
past Hamilton. Plymouth led 2-0
after the first half.
Colby tried to mount an attack
by coming out strong in the second
half. With 27:30 left in the game,
however,Plymouth's Debbie Biche
scored a breakaway goal, making it
3-0. The Mules were never able to
overcome the three goal deficit.
Lisa Hinez from Plymouth said
"Colby never gave up. They played
a solid game against us. We just
took it to them early."
The
victory
increased
Plymouth's regular season record
to 13-2 while Colby ended its
regular season with 7-7. ?

By P&ui Argiro

But "we wanted to try, said Liz
Thornton '92, who was chosen,
along with Maya Glos '92.5, by the
team members to be next year's
captains.
The new captains will be
concerned with more than just
ordering uniforms and sweats.
They will begin petitioning
officially to the administration for
varsity status. Thornton and Glos
will have to "organize and
implementand ideasorsuggestions
for changing the status," s aid
Halldorson.
Other college's coaches have
also noticed theskill of Colby steam
and have been both helpful and
complimentary,
she said.
Bowdoin's coach commented on
their improvements, which led to
the invitation to participate in the
NESCAC tournament. ?

Ruggers in the scrum

SPORTS EDITOR
Okay* I confess, I missed this
Saturday 's excellent, excellent
victory over Bates, With the time
moved to 12 noon, I just couldn't
get to the field in time .
But I did watch most of it on
Charnnel 5, the heart of Central
Maine'ssports reporting.With the
Throcker (Tim Throckmorton for
those of you who don't know) and
some guy named Tim Mead (or
Was it Tom, I'm really not quite
we) doing the play by play arid
color commentary,I felt like I waswatchingbroadcaststudentsdoing
their first live game+ Granted, we
shouldn't expect much from a
sporfcaprogram that televised Girl's
eta** ".C" ' Maino $tate
Championshipsinstead of Georgia
Tech vs. LSU during last season's
NCAA$.But whatl got onSaturday
wa$ almost repulsive
Let me give yow a taste oif some
of the reporting.Picture the scene.
We are about a minuteand a half
awa y from victory.Throcker . "Well, Tim, it looks
Hkasomeonoislooseningthelidoff
of thewaterjug.What doyou thi nk
thai awaoitf*
Tim; 'It looks like Tom Austin
is going to get a little wet."

Throcker;-"Well, its 42 degrees
mtd that is full oficed water.Let's
see if we can get a picture of that.'"
The camera man Zoomsin on a
Catorade water ju g,
Throcker:"See,there....ohr wait
that's.noHhfcoty_j,thatone$fcffi has
the lid on it,"
Camera man finds another one,
thfe time with the lid off.
Throcker."Ah,there it is. The
j ug that a Colby player, 1 think it
was'Sandblom, took'the lid off of.
Tom Austin better watch out/'
Tim: "Yeah, yeah, yeah/'
At this point, I was about to go
nuts. Fora good minute theykept
referring back to that water j ug
(and yes,it did land all over Tom
Austin). It was like this was the
most importemtthinggomgon and
every viewer was amazed that the
Throcker andTim kn^w what w&s
going to happ en before it
happened*
Maybe I'm being too picky,but
if I'm going to watch a football
game*be ii the 49ers„Notre Dame,
or Colby -1 want tobe entertained >
Id on't want some id iota telling me
abouta waferjug Cor two minutes.
Especially whon. my team's about
10 win.Q
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Live Weekend Entertainment
Featuring :
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Co lby women 'a rugby player breaks away during an inter-squad scrimmage on Saturday.
To finish up their season, they are playing St. Ansloms this Saturday.
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Devast ator
of the Week

, Sport Shorts
Trad Walker proved the difference
as she netted two goals within six
minutes. Heather Glynn '92 led the
way on defense backed up by
Heather Hamilton '92 in goal, who
TheFOOTBALLteam earned its has had a great season. Under the
first victory of the season by Plymouth defense, Colby could
defeating theBates Bobcats9-3.Pete barely mount a threat but still
Sandblom '93 led the way on played gutsy and intense soccer.
defense with an interception and a Plymouth increased their record to
blocked field goal attempt. He also 13-2 while Colby dropped to 7-7 to
scored three points as he booted a end their regular season.
fi eld goal. Dave MacCarthy '93
sparked the often strugglingoffense
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
as he returned a punt 73 yards for finished their regular season with
the eventual game-winning an 11-10 record. The team lost to
touchdown. The victory is the first Bowdoin on Oct. 2515-1,15-12 and
leg of the CBB, which Colby has to UNH on the same night 15-5,15won two years straight. On 4. On Oct. 27, theylost three times
Saturday,they play at Middlebury. in the NESCAC tournament to
Tufts, Wesleyan, and powerhouse
The MEN'S SOCCER team Bates. Despite these losses, they
finished their undefeated season were able to win the UMaine at
with a pair of wins over Husson Machias tournament by defeating
and Bates. Colby, now 12-0-2, beat Thomas College 15-13,15-4.
Husson in a blowout 8-0. Billy
Clough '91,had a pair of goals as six
The WATER POLO team took
other Mules scored.Colby outshot first place in the Division III New
Husson 34-2. Colby then went on to England Tournament at Bates this
win the CBB title on Saturday by weekend after beating first seed
defeating Bates 2-1. Brian Trinity 9-3. Goalie Jay Collins '93
Weirscinski '92 had the winning only gave up nine goals in the three
goal with 13:79 left. Colby outshot game tournament. Sources also say
Bates 16-12. This Sunday, Colby, that the team was so strong this
seeded first in the ECACs, will face year that some of their opponents
Bowdoin at home at 12 noon.
refused to play complete games
with them.During the season, they
The WOMEN'S SOCCER team beat Division II Bates. The team is
faced powerhouse Plymouth State considering moving up to Division
on Saturday,losing 3-0.Plymouth's II next year.Q

By Christine Dash
STAFF WRITER

This week's Devastator of the Week
award goes to sophomore tailback Dave
McCarthy of the football team, for
returning a punt 73 yards which,
combined with Pete Sandblom's '93 field
goal,led to the win over Bates 9-3.Helped
by key blocks, McCarthy avoided a few
tackles on his way to the end zone. By
doing so, Colby took it's first step toward
defending its CBB title. Congratulations
again to.Dave McCarthy.

I-PLAY game of the week
eventually triumphed 7-6over the
determined tmgiock, s^tsaoy,
By Bfith'Cronin
advancing into thesemi-finals.
STAFF WBITER
In the scaring run-dawn ,
&
•quarterback Mike O'Neil r 93
tjfody Cox
hookedupwithwidereceiverChris
CONTRIBUTING"WHITER
Baynes'SSott a "pump-and-go"for
the Pelchersnrilytouchdown.lt was
I-PLAYOpenLeagueFootbaft followed by the game-winning
extrapoint-apass caugh t by Kevin
Play-oiite
Game of the Week: Felchers 7. "Paco" SmMt ^.
The Ltnglpck. touchdown came
Onglocks 6
Decimated by injuries, both oiti a deep pass from QB Chuck
teams turned out on Sunday for a Leach *&LtoreoeiverDaveDore"92,.
hard fought defensive battle on Unfortunately, with, time running
the gridiron. The Felchers out, wide receiver Eddie Bayliss '91

Football

continued f rom Page 16
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DaveMcCarthy

Sensing victory, the Mules
defense started to dominate the
Cats.
Defensive back Sandblom, who
had a blocked field goal and an

Soccer
Continued from Page 16

season was to win ten games and
make the tournament. Anything
beyond that would be a plus. We
weren 't p lanning on being
undefeated ."
In Thursday's game, Billy Clou gh
'91 scored twice Thursday against
Husson while Chris Flint '92, Alan
Carlson '91, Joel McKall '93, Jon

was unable to hold onto theball
for the. extra point whichwould
have tied the game.
Mike O'Neil credited his
offensive line Jason Hogg '93,
Paddy G'NeLt <9Z r and Jack
Higgins '93 for his success.
Sources say that he haspromlsed
to take them out to dinner if they
can protect him from "Boot's"
defensivepassmsh er^ terrorClark
Webber'91, who is probably one
of the best in the I-PLAYsystem,
in the next round of play-off
action.Q

interception said, "Our defense may "I don't k no w but we've surely
bend but it doesn't break. We've taken the first step.
been coming up with somebig plays
Bates head coach,Web Harrison,
the l ast cou ple of games. Bates had
congratulated Austin and his
first and goal five times and only Mules.
came away with one field goal."
"They've been playing under
Austin said winning felt difficult circumstances. We had our
"outstanding." When asked if he chances but killed ourselves with
thought that the Mules would penalties. We just couldn't do it.
defend the CBB title he simply said, Theydid whatthey hadto to win."Q

Eddinger '93, corcaptain Niles
Parker '91 and DC Gagnon '94 had
one goal apiece in the 8-0 blowout.
The White Mules outshot Husson
34-2. Colby goalie Jim Condron '92
had one save while the Husson
keeper had 5 saves. Pat Skulley '94,
Rod Corey '93, and Doug
Oppenheimer '92 were all credited
with assists.
Colby (12-0-2), seeded first in the
ECAC Division III Tournament will

be at home this Sunday at 12 noon
against eighth seeded Bowdoin (75-1).
"I don't think it's the ideal draw
for us because of the emotion of a
Colby-Bowdoin match,"said coach
MarkSerdjenian. "It would be much
different if we were to play a school
like Southeastern Massachusetts.
It's nice to be seeded first and I just
hope that this game won't be as
exciting as the last one." ?
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We Deliver Cases! I

Milwaukee Beast & Natural Light 1/2 Barrels-$30.89 ++
W«lciwt« "j
(w*
Busch 1/4 Barrel- $19.89++
Busch Bar Bottle Case-$9.49++
y M e t u 'r n a b t e s i J
Mon-Wed 7am-9pm
Call us today!! We've got the I
Thurs. 'til 10pm
fastest and least expensive
Sun 12prn-7pm
delivery in town!! We're
I Fri. and Sat, open 'ti l MIDNIGHT!!
here to serve you!

" Peo p le Kill To Swill With Bi g Bill"
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ftyrohmf.

We buy back
textbooks
Best prices in town ! j

? Quality Book s and Mag azines

? Special Orders

?Cards and 1991 Calendars
? Sunday New York Times & Boston Globe

5\skj usabout additional10% discount/

The Iron Horse.Bookstore
10 Railroad Square, Waterville
872-0939
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5

White Mules win first of the season

fumbles,"said Baker. "It was tough.
We just had to concentrate on what
we were doing and put up or shut
up."
Bates had to settle for an 18-yard
field goal and went in at the half
with a 3-0 lead.
Austin ,
however,
had
confidence that his team would p ull
through at the half.
"My kids play a full 60 minutes
of football. We were only down by
three. We've been down by 21
before," he said.
Ward started the second half at
QB. Dionizio was struggling with
seven pass attempts and no
comp letions.
On the Mule's first drive of the
half, which started at their own 29yard line, the offense sparked. Led
by Baker rushing and Merrigan
receiving, the Mules got inside the
Bates 20-yard line. The drive
resulted in a Sandblom field goal,
tying the score at 3-3.
With 8:38left in the third quarter,
Dave McCarthy '93 took a punt at
the 27-yard line and never looked
back. Avoiding tackles, he went 73
yards for the touchdown which put
the Mules up 9-3.
Football continued on Page 15

By Kebba Tolbert
STAFF WRITER
Beating Bates 9-3, the White
Mules won their first game this
season and took the first step toward
defending the CBB title. But it wasn't
easy.
On the White Mules first two
offensive possessions, quarterback
Jim Dionizio '92, who took the
starting position from Rob Ward
'93, threw two interceptions. The
second was run back to the Colby 3yard line. But Dionizio was saved
by an offsides call against Bates who
had already racked up 45 yards in
penalties.
Recovering a Len Baker '92
fumble on the Colby 43 yard line,
Bates drove to the Mules 18-yard
line before settling for a field goal
attempt. Peter Sandblom '92,
alread y with one interception,
blocked Jason St. Peter's kick.
With the offense unable to get
anything going, the Mules had to
rely on their defense. And it
responded by coming alive on a 3rd
and 7 pass by the Bobcats QB Steve
Bucci. Defensive end Sean Devine
'94 intercepted at the Colby 40-yard

Bates escapes Colby 's defense in Saturday 's home football vame
line.
Merrigan '93 open in the end zone,
Coach Tom Austin took a chance but Merrigan saw the ball roll off
with the Mules in a 4th and 8 his fingertips.
situation on the Bobcats 30-yard
Bates finally took advantage of
line. Instead of going for 47 yard the good field position they had
fiel d goal, Austin went for the first been receiving the whole half.
down. Dionizio found wideout Tim Under Bucci, Bates drove to first

Soccer clinches undefeated season
Heading for ECACs this weeken d

Bates had seven.
"We didn't play our best game
against Bates," said George Linge
'92. "But we played as a team and
The undefeated men's soccer won.It'shard tostaymentallytough
team ended their regular season for a 14 game schedule. Bates was
this week with victories over Bates definitely a letdown from the
and Husson, and is now gearing up Bowdoin game - anything would
to play Bowdoin again this Sunday be."
in the first round of the ECAC
"It was a very hard-fought match
Division III Tournament.
by both teams," said Bates coach
Colby outshot Bates 16-12 on George Purgavie. "It was a classic
Saturday to become the onl y CBB match. Statistically it was very
undefeated team in Division III New even - the winds were a factor for
England. Although Bates was the both teams.This is the way the game
first on the scoreboard Saturday, is supposed to be played . Colby

By Amy Vr eeland
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

p hoto by Hilary Robbins
and goal on the Mules 2-yard line.
But Baker and linebacker Greg
Suffredini '93 stopped the Cats at
the one-yard line with only five
seconds left in the half.
"I just had to keep my head in
the game and forget about the [two]

polo wins it
Water
———
i

in the back of our heads that we
could have an undefeated season,"
said Eslick. "Achieving that on
Saturday stressed how together we
are as a team and gave us a real
feeling that we had accomplished
what we set out to do. No matter
how we do in the tournament - just
knowing that we were undefeated we'll take that with us."
Colin
MacArthur
'92
remembered last year 's Bates
victory over Colby.
"Bates wasn't having a good
season this year but they did n't last
year either and still managed to
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Colby water polo victorious

By Both Cronin.

STAFF WRITER
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Colby's wa t er pol o t ea m
wrapped up a spectacular season

af ter taking first placcinthcDivisbn
HI Now England Tournament at
Bates this past weekend. Colby>
which was seeded second,
destroyed first seed Trinity 9-3 for
the trophy.
The learn entered rhetoumament
with a league record of 6-1/ their
on ly loss coming fn an early season
gam0agaih$tTrinity,inwhich&oa1ie
Jay Collins '9$ was out witha thumb
injury*In addition to theoutstandlng
league season , Colby crushed
Colby proves too fast for Bates during Saturday s game
Colby retaliated at 37:15 with a Pat played an excellent game - Mark
Skulley '94goal assisted by Pat Reed [Serdjenian ] has done a great job."
"Wc dominated the second half
'91. Brian Wicrcinski '92 scored the
winning goal with 13:79 loft to go in although they had their chances,"
the second half to make the final said Colby goalie Jason Eslick '92.
score 2-1. Chris Flint '92 had the "Wc were trying to avoid having to
assist. White Mules goalie Jason go into overtime."
"In the last five games it has been
Eslick '92 had three saves while

p ) tolo byllilary Kobbins
beat us. Wc went into this game
knowing it was essential that we
win."
Going undefeated is something
that no one on the team ever
expected, said MacArthur.
"Our goal at the beginning of the
Soccer continued on Page 15

Division l| fti to$ in nort»lea&ue
action*
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first-year sensation Ryan Crosby.
Players agree that water polo is
more then just a warm-upfor swim
season.
"Water polo is a completel y
d ifferent sport which s<r<?$Ses
teamwork in contrast to the
individual competition
in
swimming/' said co-caplain Blake
UebQrt '91,
The self-coached co-ed club
credits .much of its success to the
leadership of Liebertand Johnson
Who in structed , t .riticv/.cd, and
pulled the team together.
Jo hnson will return next season,
but gone are players like "Mo$t
Spirited" Ron "CtonW Thomson,
'91 and "Most KmprOVed Player"
Kim Webber '91
The club & considering going

The t eam combine d it s up to Division HI next year in hopes
unbreakable defuse with th& of finding morecompetition* "they
phenomenal p\i\y of goaft& Cotttos, are. also trying lo form a separate
who allowed only nine .^Oate woman'sucam, irxtf artumte\yM<.
throughout tho entire three game of tand* and the fear of losing the
tourney. The wof m& for the MuW ¦"all are Welcome" mo t to Of thoclub
wa$ done by *&»toto/«Mwfo Erlo arc two factors holding tho team
Johnson '%% Chris Wilder '03, nnd back. D
¦" ¦¦¦"" in .- ¦ ,- ,- i- 1
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